Results from the Multi-species Analysis of Discrete Air Samples Collected in the Denver-Julesburg Oil and Natural Gas Basin Between 2008 and 2014
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NOAA/GMD has been conducting long-term multiple species air analysis in the Colorado Northern Front Range from a few fixed locations a different elevations and from an instrumented vehicle for close to 7 years. The region presents a unique mix of urban, oil and natural gas and agricultural sources and their emissions are reflected in the gases measured in the discrete air samples analyzed at NOAA/GMD and the University of Colorado (CU) Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research (INSTAAR). In this presentation, we show results for the analysis of the composition of air sampled at 2 tower sites, Niwot Ridge and Boulder Atmospheric Observatory, and one aircraft profiling site near Carr, CO. We also compare those measurements with observations collected during intensive mobile ground-based (2008-2014) or airborne (2012 and 2014) field campaigns. Over this time period, population and oil and gas operations have both been growing in the region. Due to its ozone non-attainment status (2007 designation), the State has tightened requirements for precursors sources emission reduction in the region. What can these ambient air measurements tell us about if and how emissions are changing?

Figure 1. Jonathan Kofler with GMD Mobile Laboratory at the BAO site